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Use this list to rate the planning and sequencing strengths of the 
student. Assign a score out of ten (with one being “can’t do this” and 
ten being “great at this”) for each of the statements that follow. (A 
student at the average level of his or her class would score a five.)

Issue Rating

Inputs

The student:

 y Can set goals

 y Can anticipate consequences and obstacles

 y Can identity where to begin and act on that information

 y Can prioritize in terms of importance

 y Can make considered decisions

Processing

The student:

 y Can put steps in order

 y Can identify the next thing to do midtask

 y Can be flexible when needed

 y Can keep the desired outcome in mind

 y Can resist distractions

Outputs

The student:

 y Can organize his or her belongings and materials

 y Can manage his or her time

 y Can sustain effort and achieve an outcome

 y Can deliver outcomes on time

 y Can celebrate his or her successes and enjoy a sense of 
accomplishment

Figure 4.4: List of Issues with Planning and Sequencing
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